CREDENTIALS

AND

FULL POWERS

I, PER STIG MØLLER, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Denmark,

HEREBY APPOINT the following to serve as Representatives of Denmark at the eleventh session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD XI), to be held at São Paulo, Brazil, from 13 to 18 June 2004:

Mr. HENRIK RÉE IVERSEN, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Denmark to the United Nations Office in Geneva (Head of Delegation)

Ms. MAJ HESSEL, Secretary of Embassy, Permanent Mission of Denmark to the United Nations Office in Geneva (Special Adviser)

Mr. NICOLAI PRYTZ, Secretary of Embassy, Royal Danish Embassy, Brasilia (Special Adviser)

Ms. JANICE FØRDE, Representative of “The Danish 92 Group”, (Adviser).

The aforementioned Delegates are fully empowered to represent Denmark without restriction at the said Conference. Ambassador HENRIK RÉE IVERSEN is authorized to sign on behalf of Denmark any act or document which may result from the Conference.

Copenhagen,